Vitamin A

Lipoic Acid

Repairs damage to cells caused by
an acute inflammatory response
to viral infections, especially in the
respiratory tract.1-3

Retinoids (vitamin A) regulate
epithelial cells in the airway which
is where many viral infections
take hold; Deficiency may render
individuals poorly responsive to
vaccines. Evidence suggests the ratio
of vitamin A to vitamin D affects
susceptibility to flu.4-6

Vitamin D

Increases immune cells’ ability
to fight viruses by stimulating
production of compounds
(cathelicidin and defensin) that are
key proteins in the airway responses
against viruses; Deficiency common
in viral infections, especially those
that affect the respiratory system.4-9

Coenzyme Q10

Vitamin C

Low blood levels occur in
influenza patients compared
to healthy controls.40-41

Exhibits well-documented anti-viral
properties; Pharmacological doses
have been shown to inactivate
influenza virus in vitro.10-13

VIRAL
INFECTIONS

Vitamin E

Boosts immune cells’ (lymphocytes)
ability to effectively respond to viral
infections.38-39

Cysteine

May help anti-viral drugs be more
effective; Repairs and prevents
damage to respiratory tissue
commonly seen in influenza
infections.14-18

Glutathione

Depletion of this powerful
antioxidant is associated with a
reduced ability for host cells to
fight viral infections; May inhibit the
proliferation of influenza viruses.19-22

Vitamin B9 (Folate)
Evidence suggests that folate
deficiency may enable some viral
DNA to more easily integrate into
host cell DNA, thus increasing
susceptibility to infection.36-37

Zinc

Increasing intracellular zinc can
impair the ability of some viruses to
replicate; Deficiency compromises
immune function; However, zinc
may either facilitate or inhibit virus
infection depending on (1) how
advanced the infection is and (2)
strength of a person’s immune
response.31-35

Copper

Plays a key role in macrophage
function (the cells that eat viruses);
Deficiency may lower immunity to
viruses; High viral load may increase
serum copper relative to other
minerals; Balances zinc levels.28-31

Selenium

Deficiency linked to higher severity
of influenza symptoms; Low
selenium can alter viral genomes
so that a normally mild virus
becomes highly virulent.23-27

IMPORTANT NOTE: Many micronutrients are needed to elicit an effective immune response against viral infections, but many of the same micronutrients are used by viruses to propagate. SpectraCell has always
maintained that targeted supplementation is preferred. Supplementing without measuring nutrient baseline levels can be harmful.42-43
Additional nutrients may affect or be affected by viral infections and immunity. This list is not exhaustive.
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